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Looking For Your !nde::?
Come Bach Thanksgiving

Young Republicans, Democrats, IRC

Verge On Hew "Era Of Good Feelings"

Index, announces
Jim McClelland, editor of 1957-5- 8
book to the student
that he hopes to have the 250-pagbody by Thanksgiving at the latest.
In the meantime, Mimi Norem, editor of this year's
Index, is outlining her plans for a smaller, more compact annual. Its 176 pages will feature informal shots

Young Republicans and Young Democrats are on the
verge of a new "Era of Good Feelings" on the Wooster
campus. Representatives of these groups, along with the
International Relations Club, have proposed a roof organization.
In a tentative action of the representatives they will

e

of all aspects of campus life.
Mimi feels that this is what the
students as a whole are most interested in retaining. She hopes
to capture the genuine atmos-

for seniors and prospective transfers to receive their yearbooks
in the spring. Consequently, this
year's Index is scheduled to
come out by the end of May.
a result, pictures of last year's
As
the
phere of the campus through
events will have to be
spring
medium of photography.
used.
In addition she will retain the
Editors Selected
group pictures of the various orThe eight sections of the Index
ganizations, including depart- are Faculty, Freshman, Social
mental and special interest Clubs, Sections, Sports, Organiclubs, honoraries and publicazations, Campus Life, and Sention staffs. The traditional sec- iors. Muriel Rice will fill the position featuring individual pictures
n
tion of assistant editor, Bill
of all seniors will likewise be
Her-ringto-

included.
Changes Made
Two major innovations will be
made. First, the formal pictures
of the faculty will be eliminated.
In their place will be casual
shots depicting several of the
professors as they are customarily seen on campus. For example,
the Index photographer hopes
to catch Mr. Clareson in an informal pose while smoking and
talking with the students on the
curb steps leading to the Lib.
Second, this year two pages
rather than one will be devoted
to each of the social clubs and
sections. In addition to the customary formal group picture,
Mimi intends to include two informal shots of the various social
functions. She adds that this is
subject to full cooperation from
the social chairmen in informing
the Index staff well in advance
of the preferred events.
Thought has been given in recent years to signing for a fall
contract instead of the traditional spring one. Many faculty
members and some students
have been in favor of a fall
book, so spring sports. Color Day
activities and Commencement
could be adequately covered.
But the Index staff, backed by a
good portion of the student
body, feels that it is important

has been appointed
Business Manager, Walter Elling
is the professional photographer
and Fred Dailey will be assistant
photographer. Almost all of the
individual section editors have
been chosen, but as yet have not
been assigned specific depart- -

out-of-to-

the game at Akron, October
18. The cost will be $3.00
this paying for transportation and ticket. Box
lunches will be provided by
the school.

Knorr, Litwiller Carryovers
The carryovers until this election are Frank Knorr, senior, Mai
Litwiller, junior, and Dave Hartley and Dave Bournes, sophomores. These vacated posts of
Male Senators will be filled at
the coming election and in addition three freshman representatives will be elected. An SCA
representative will be appointed
by the Student Christian Association. All candidates who feel

themselves qualified are urged
to run.

join a "gentleman's agreement"
forming the
of ing expenses for the monthly
meetings, will rotate among the
Public Affairs.
three groups.
Purpose of the merger is a
No constitution for the amalcoordinated program. Reasons gamation will be submitted to
for change given by the repre- the faculty or Senate. "This is
sentatives included: inadequate a working agreement for mutual
Photo by Pete Wright
membership, inadequate finan- benefit," said Van Tilburg, who
"Look, mom. I've already started my liberal studies!" Frosh
emphasizes that unified meetin
obtaining ings are the biggest advantage
ces, difficulties
Bob Lowe has just been pulled out of bed at 3:15 a.m. for
worthwhile programs, and too of the merger.
the traditional runout, by Sophomore Jim Mall.
many meetings for each of the
Depends On Vote
three clubs. The grouping plan
A "Contract of Institution" has
calls for a monthly meeting of been signed by
the five reprethe entire roof organization plus sentatives. It is not known at
any other meetings that the sep- this time if the individual organizations will vote on the contract.
arate groups might wish.
For the semester of January to
First meeting of the Congress
Thistle, Wooster's new campus
June 1958, 218 students reMaintain Separate Clubs
is scheduled for Tuesday night.
its
subscripmagazine,
launches
ceived the proper grade average
Sponsors of the Congress in- Stuart Awbrey will speak on:
to be selected for the dean's list. tion campaign October 6.
10,000
Special student representatives clude: Bill Herrington, president "Grass Roots Politics
Those students who received no grade
in any studies are:
will handle the drive in Center of the Young Republicans; Bill Miles Over Kansas."
below
and Kauke and individual dormitorJane Craig, Janet Gabrielson,
Van Tilburg, vice president of the
David Roth, seniors; Nancy Koontz, Mary ies. A $1 fee will cover the two
SeaGOP; Jim McClelland,
Reed, Philip Rohrbough, and Gregory
issues of the magazine, the first Young
Tea
man, juniors; and Gerald Calkin, sophoof the Young Demopresident
of
which
will
to
go
shortly
press
more.
crats; Jim Edgar, former presiThe second deon's list, composed of before Parents' Day. The second
students receiving at least eight credits in
issue will then appear dent of the IRC; George
and the remaining credits in the spring, for Color Day
acting president of the
"A" or
in
or better in all studies, includes
IRC.
weekend.
For
Janet Agnew,
the following seniors:
John Bouquet, Ruth Colvin, Jane Craig,
The five stress that they will
Faculty Contribute
Students,
Cyril Fox, Jr., Paul Hanke, Patricia Hire,
A live goat, Luchuan dialect,
separate clubs, finanBruce Hunt, Donzy
Mary Homrighausen,
Sue Braham and maintain
and
the actual
conancial independence of one
Loomis, Margaret McAnlis, Richard
Bill
Lomicka announce, "Any
struction of a tea house will be
other,
Louise Morgan, Nana Newberry,
varied
and
their
continue
Gwynneth Peters, Carol Pittenger, Edith student or faculty member of the programs. Individual faculty features of the Homecoming proPaul Reeder, Ronald Rehner, College of Wooster may conPowers,
advisors will also be retained. duction Tea House of the August
Carol Ryder, Sandra Sanders, Roy Smith, tribute original material to the
Moon, to be presented by the
Lawrence Springer, Nancy Stewart, Beverof the appropriate
Fewer Meetings
Wooster Little Theater players
ly Stockard,
Richard Tignor, and Sarah
board."
Weimer.
Van Tilburg said that the re- Oct. 22, 23, 24, and 25.
Fiction work goes to chairman sult of the agreement would inJuniors who made this list are: Carolyn
Chu, Burrows Lead Cast
Buus, James Clarke, Joan Bowser and her Literary
Brahm, Barbara
Leading the
and
cast
total
fewer
clude
meetings
Dronsfield,
Mary
Conroy,
James Board
Heather
staff which includes Ellie more worthwhile speakers and will be Woonsin Chu as Lotus
Edgar, Jeanne Gould, Alice Graham,
Kuykendall, Ellie Elson, Frank programs. Responsibility, includ- - Blossom, Jack Burrows as Sakini,
David Grant, Barbara Henry, David JorLouise Tate and
dan, Diane Kingsley, William Lomicka, Goodfellow,
Laura Catlin as Madame Higa
James McClung, Gail MacDonald, Robert Beth Boehne. On Nancy
Dave Danner as Colonel
Jiga,
MichMills,
Miller,
June
May, Dorothea
Ted
Board
are
Purdy,
and Gilbert Horn as CapWinona
Mosher,
William
ael Moore,
tain Fisby. Other members of
Frank Richardson,
berts, Ronald Rolley, Charles Ruch, Lois D'Arms,
Rudolph, Mary Ann VanWickle, Kay
Nancy Boone and Karen Kinkel.
the cast are Larry Dunlap,
Thomas Ward, Kent Weeks, MarChairman Heather Conroy Smith,
George Elfter, Jim Giffes,
Ann
Carol
White,
Whiteleather,
and
Riggaret
Former Woosterian Bruce
Liz
Ellie
E d
Chuck
Leath,
Finn,
Kagin,
Roger McManus,
Wright.
Moore, Linda Merritt and Liz don, '58, will be on campus
Also included are the following sophoas a representative
mores: Frank Baker, James Bossert, MariKrantz comprise the Art Staff. October
of the Student Volunteer Movelyn Burns, Claire Collins, Margaret Elliott, And
go
responsibilities
business
Orders for catering must
Richard Frank, Phoebe Frew, Christine
to manager Ann Wright, Sue ment for Christian Missions.
be placed at the Office of
Jones, Eleanor Kuykendoll, Thomos
Boniface, Bob Hawk, Judy
Ruth Parsons, Carol Riemer, Alan
Rigdon, who spent his junior
Food Service, 1133 Beall
Schneider, James Schreiber, Byron Shafer,
Peg Scott and Pat Alcorn. year at the University of Hong
Ave., one week in advance
StewSteele,
James
Ann Starnes, James
When asked why a campus Kong, is currently visiting camof function. This applies to
art, Robert Taylor, James Traer, Bruce
puses over the nation, speakWilkins, literary magazine was being reall orders
Dale
Wiley,
David
paper goods,
Wenner,
Nancy Wimbish, Lewis Wood, Jr., ond initiated at Wooster, Sue coming about the nature of the
equipment or food supplies.
Woodard.
Karen Ann
mented, "The Magazine is aris- Christian mission. Since 1954 he
Telephone Dial 318.
Beginning freshman year with a bang,
meetextensively,
in
to
deep
a
traveled
has
order
meet
ing
numbered
the following students were
need which a great many of ing Christian students all over
among Wooster scholars: Ida Berry, Phillip Chose, Ellen Curtin, Katherine Doob, our
students feel to express the world, particularly in Africa, Bill Parker, Tom Reitz, Al SchJon Galehouse, Kenneth Hoffman, Angene
Europe, and the Far East.
neider, Terry Sidley, Ron Takaki,
themselves creatively.
Carolyn
Huddleston,
Hopkins. Barbara
John Woodall, Ann Gurney,
Jeffery, Raymond Kearns, Mary Ellen
Margy Gurney, Judy Holiday,
Karen Kinkel, David Loeliger,
bert Mantel, Martha Maxwell, Cynthia
Angene Hopkins, Susan South-wicPerrine, William Reinhardt, Mary Ellen
and Susan Tse.
Sherman, Carol Stine, Arthur Torell, Judith
Schutz, Batcheller Directors
Walker, and Herbert Whitlock.
Class three dean s list represents the
Director of the play is Mr.
Teachers are joining Tartans
students who received no grade below as the Scottish contribution to
Stanley Schutz, who has worked
in any studies.
previously with it at the Huron
the Wooster tradition.
Achieving these grades are the followPlayhouse, and Mr. David Bating juniors: Charles Almond, Alice May
Sir Hector Hetherington, PrinBoughton, John Bushman, Cynthia Campcheller, Technical Director. Techcipal and Vice Chancellor of the
bell, Judith Clark, Judith Clawson, Robert
nical crews for the production inof Glasgow, will
Dailey, Carol DiSnlvio, Patricia Eaton, University
clude scenery, lights, props, cosFrances Emch, Roger Garst, George Hess, formally inaugurate the chair of
tumes, make-up- ,
sound, and
Jr., Neil Hughes, Robert Kemp, Robert the Visiting Scottish Professor,
Kirk, Margaret Lindsay, Raymond
stage management.
next Wedship
a
convocation
at
David Nelander,
Charles Nason,
in the Chapel. The
Adapted From Novel
Katherine Norem, William Pilkey, Roger nesday night
Louis Weaver,
Ramseyer,
and Janice subject of his address will be,
r
Set in
Okinawa, The
Worthington.
"The Scottish Educational TradiTea House of the August Moon
in this class three are
Sophomores
tion."
s
was adapted from Vern
Barrett,
William
Alan
Dixie Barlow,
Although the chair will not be
Carpenter,
Margaret
Suzanne
Boyd,
Pulitzer
prize winning
Christy, Edmund Danziger, Jr., Dennis formally ordained until Sir Hecnovel. The play won the Circle
Duling, Barbara Frederick, Helen Fritschi, tor's address, it has already been
Critics' award. It is a satire of
John Gerig, Ruth Griffiths, Mary Hull,
warmed by Mr. A. R. Burn, vho
the military occupational forces.
Sang Hyun Lee, Carolyn Lewis, Margaret
arrived from Glasgow last weekLoehlin, Susan McNeill, Sue Marshall,
The plot concerns the Army's atJulia Renz, Marjorie Rott, Bruce Schrier, end and assumed teaching in
tempt
to teach Democracy to the
Donald Seatter, Sandra Shaw, Joan Sherthe Department of History.
island people, and the compidan, Gerald Smith, Robert Trickey, and
Sir Hector is widely known in
lications that arise when a teaAnita Wilde.
British educational circles. Be- when he took over at the Uni- house is erected instead of the
Those making the grade in the freshman class are Donald Barnes, Mary Jean fore
he became principal at versity of Glasgow.
specified schoolhouse. The play
Griffiths, Gary Haase,
Crain, Marian
Glasgow he held academic posts
He has been active in public reaches an hilarious pitch when
Marlyn Hartzell, Nicola Healy, Elizabeth
of Sheffield; life and has authored several G. I. Fisbee finds himself the
Holmes, Mary Ellen Jacobson, Barbara at the University
Jenks, Carl Linge, Margoret McGill,
University College, Cardiff; and books, including: Social Purpose; owner of a genuine Geisha girl,
Louise Miller, Goil Scott Morton, Judith University
College, Exeter. He National Labor Legislation; The and is caught making potato
Moss, Carole Rosenzweig, Lucy Shombert,
Liverpool Lifa and Letters of Sir Henry brandy to boost the island's
Nancy Smith, Ronald Takaki, Kathryn was Vice Chancellor of
economy.
Turner, Sylvia Vails, and Marjorie Ward, University from 1927 to 1936, Jones.
CPA-Congre-

ss

Dean's List Honors THISTLE Drive

Deserving Students

'1

Editors Announce

ments.

Ron

Chevalier,

Ken

Hay-na-

48-pag-

"A--

"C--

Ehe-man-

n,

e

Begins Rehearsals

"

"

Homecoming

Co-edito-

rs

on-stag-

Mei-gha-

m,

Barb Hunter, Pat Sargeant,

and Jean Stobo are the editors
already selected. Jim Mall is in
charge of the art department.
Editor Norem advises that
there are openings in any of the
various departments for both
freshmen and upperclassmen.
Opportunities are available for
typing, layout, copyreading, and
even section editing. Freshmen
are especially urged to apply in
the latter category. Anyone who
would like to help is asked to
contact any member of the Index
staff.

One of the main subjects of discussion at the first
Student Faculty Relations Committee meeting will be the
compulsory class attendance rule. This meeting is scheduled for Monday, October 6, at 7:30 and is open to the
student body.
Elections for Student Senate members will be held

Mc-Clun- g,

ft

House" Cast

wn

Committee To Discuss
Compulsory Class Attendance Issue

Vice President; Mai Litwiller, junior. Treasurer; Ann Chambers,
junior, Secretary and junior Woman Senator; Kathy Ogden and
Louise Phipps, senior and sophomore Women Senators respectively; Jo Organ, junior, WSGA
and Jim
representative;
senior, MA representative.

1

"A-- "

As many buses as can be
filled will take Wooster Scot
football fans to
games. The first
scheduled bus will be to

Student-Facult- y

Monday, October 13, President
Kent Weeks announces. The officers elected last spring who will
remain on the Senate throughout
this year are: Kent Weeks, senior,
President; Margi Elliot, junior,

1

Queen To Be Chosen
For Looks, Charm
In a break from recent tradition, the 1958 Homecoming
Queen will be nominated and
selected on a basis of beauty
and personality. The Student
Senate voted the change Tuesday night at their weekly meet-

ing.

e

n,

editor

26-memb-

Wim-bish'- s

Non-Fictio-

Ro-

Vi-gras-

n

er

Bruce Rigdon, '58

Speaks On Orient

s,

6-- 7

Mc-Conih- e,

Corn-stoc-

Kin-del-

Ro-

"B--

k,

l,

Scottish Professor, Hetherington,
Speaks On Educational Traditions

k,

"

Maches-ney-

post-wa-

past years there has been
some question as to whether
the honor was given for school
service or some other criterion.
Five senior women will be
nominated by the senior class
October 8. The one receiving a
elecplurality in the
tion October 13 will be named
queen. Freshmen are not allowed
to vote for Homecoming Queen.
In recent years there have
been six nominees and a runoff election between the top two
candidates.
The stress this year will be on
the "all around girl," from the
In

all-scho-

(Continued

ol

on Page Six)
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Red China Shells Offshore Islands;
Prof Questions Ike Action On Same

Have Arrived

I

am the Class of 1962.
At first glance am
I

by Gordon Shull

beauf
physically fit,
egghead. This of course adds up to more
am crowded to overflowing into dining
than one of me, and
residences. But manage.
halls and
Only a fragment of my personality is shy, but this is more
than overcome by my boundless enthusiasm. love Wooster, pass
psychological tests with a twinkle, worship Howard Lowry, find
most everyone congenial, take 17 hours without trouble, and the
beautiful part of me sends the upperclassmen. As yet am not
dining, but trust
accustomed to Kenarden's
that can do without mother's cooking. J trust the faculty, smile
at the sophomores, can be happy in the rain, and adore the Scot
I

tiful, and

three-fourth-

one-fourt-

one-hal-

h

While harried freshmen juggled complicated schedules two weeks ago, and upperclassmen packed their
bags for another year at Wooster, President Eisenhower
committed us to the defense of the Quemoy and Matsu
Islands against any outright Communist invasion. Registration proceeded according to plan but not without

s

I

off-camp-

I

us

I

I

Squat-and-Gobbl-

I

e

I

Band.

glitter was only partly dented when ran into
juniors and seniors last week. They claimed to be weary
Galpin-led- ,
Hygiea-bled- ,
of the campus struggle: Kenarden-fed- ,
and
Everything was lovely until classes started. Then discovered
that Liberal Studies 101 changed my Phi Beta Kappa dreams into
began to discover that the faculty
lonely Walden nightmares.
had little sympathy. They were like big league pitchers, with a
s
and grading curves. It was less
thousand and one
fun to be a rookie.
Soon began flirting with ihe opposite sex, momentarily forgetful of my steady friend back home.
Sophomores who have not yet considered me rush bait have
been most terrifying. But my conforming tendency and safety in
numbers keeps me wearing my dink, and this not only helps up
perclassmen to know me, but me to know myselt.
have a natural tendency to imitate the instituAt present
tionalized upperclassmen, but have hopes of cracking traditionalism with some originality. Also, have some Oberlinish tendencies
to be a bibliomaniac, especially with only three home football
find the library so poorly lighted
games on schedule. However,
and the social life enjoyable enough to have hopes that might
not turn into a four year bookworm.
"depression babies". My immark the end of the
will become a
mediate economic and academic hope is that
"end of recession" student.
The College community wishes me well.
All my

over-rea-

pep-dea-

d,

dour-lookin-

I

-

g

d.

I

I

pitch-out-

I

off-shor-

I

I

I

I

1

so-call-

ed

I

full-fledg-

ed

S.A.

Indexing The Index
Editor of last year's Index, Jim McClelland, has recently announced that the book will not be ready for distribution to the
Index, originstudent body until Thanksgiving. Thus the 1957-5ally scheduled to come out at the end of last May, will be almost
six months late.
Where does the blame lie? That is difficult to determine. Perhaps Jim bit off more than he could chew in attempting to proannual, the largest in Wooster history. But we
duce a 250-pagwould be more inclined to believe that those who chose to help
him chew it shirked their responsibility. Jim himself has informed
us that his original staff was adequate. However, deadlines were
not met by his page editors, and in some instances pages were
submitted only partially finished, thus shifting to Jim the responsibility for completing them.
Undoubtedly a portion of the blame must rest upon the editor alone. Perhaps he failed to push his staff hard enough, to
goad them into action. But then we raise the question of why
should college students, allegedly mature, fail to accept this type
of responsibility without constant prodding, especially when they
voluntarily agree to do the job? How can the student body clamor
for more responsibility when they find it so difficult to assume
that with which they are already presented?
a
If the students as a whole wish to have a good Index,
organizanewspaper, a literary magazine, effective
tions, then they must be willing to contribute. By this we do not
mean a sudden burst of enthusiasm at the beginning of the semester followed by partial or complete disinterest as the year drags
on. If you are not willing to work for an organization, do not
join. And if you are not willing to join then do not complain when
the publication or organization falters or completely dies from
lack of support.
N. J. M.
8

"Now, Ronnie, pretend you're carrying a basket of fruit on
your head."

Scot Marchers D on ICilties;
Ling Chooses 66 Regulars
composed of forty lads
lassies, forming a total membership of
sixty-siregular members.
Representative of the classes, the band includes
eight seniors, eleven juniors, nineteen sophomores, and
twenty-eigh- t
freshmen. These "regulars" were chosen
The Scot Marching Band

and

twenty-si-

ng

Sophs Aim Toward Competence Exams;
Oral And Written Testing Policy Tightens
The period of grace in written
and oral competence exams for
underclassmen is over. This is
the dictum being handed sophomores who met last night and
will meet tomorrow to learn
about the policy and method of
the required test.
Last year the policy ended
that a grade of - or better in
Liberal Studies exempts students
from the test. All students who
entered after September 1, 1958
must now pass both a written
and oral examination by the end
of their sophomore years.
B-

Controversy
There was controversy when
the program started. The college
rule is that all students who cannot pass the tests after four
semesters will be dropped from
the college. The test was first
given last January with 50 per
cent failure. It has been given
three times since then, and several students have taken the
test three and four times. No student has been dropped from the
college solely from failing the
test, but three juniors who must
pass the test December 6 are on
probation.
"In the foreseeable future no
considerable number of students
is going to be dropped," says

Dr. L. W. Coolidge, chairman of
the Liberal Studies Program and
a member of the Committee on
Oral and Written Competence.
He emphasizes that steady improvement in communication by
freshmen and sophomores is desired, pointing to the upperciass
I. S. program.
Students Prepare
The written test, offered next
June 14 as well as in December,
stresses organization of ideas
more than grammar. Many students prepare for it by taking a
course in expository writing.
However, out of approximately
200 sophomores this semester
who must take the test this year,
only 80 are enrolled this semester in the course. One hundred
and fourteen sophomores are
exempt, having passed Liberal
Studies with better than a
B-avera-

ge.

Improvement
Coolidge notes that English
competence among underclassmen has improved steadily over
the last three years. In the freshman English placement test the
junior class had a median of
147, the sophomore class a 154
median, and the present freshman class climbed to 160 out
of a possible 225 score.

is

x

x

on the basis of tryouts conducted
by Mr. Stuart Ling, band director.
In addition to the regular mem-

bers,

16

alternates were named

to fill in in case of the absence
of a regular member. The members were selected from 90 students, 50 of whom were freshmen.

e,

self-governi-

lively debate, here and there,
over the ends and means of our
policy in the Far East. Nothing
could be more important than to
continue this discussion. Even if
the present crisis subsides, the
problem of American policy to
ward Quemoy and Matsu will
continue to plague us for many
years to come.
To a great many Americans,
including this one, Eisenhower's
televised address espoused two
utterly false premises, and the
policy he announced is tragically
wrong.
The President's first false premise is that a Chinese Communislands
ist attack on the
would constitute a clear case of
aggression, comparable to Ethiopia and Korea; that to remain
neutral in the face of such an
attack would be to demonstrate
that we had learned nothing
from Munich.
Eisenhower repeatedly touched on this theme.
But is the analogy so clear?
Civil War
There is a world of difference
between international aggression and civil war. All our
moralizing about communist aggression cannot obscure
one basic fact: the struggle over
the offshore islands is part of
a civil war. Our anxious fears
about Chinese Communism, justified though they are, cannot
conceal another basic fact, which
the whole free world knows but
which Americans have tried awfully hard to forget: Chiang lost
the mainland phase of this civil
war despite very substantial
American aid. His military fail
ure stemmed primarily from the
political and moral failure of a
corruption-ridderegime which
offered neither leadership nor
hope to the common man. Our
knowledge that the Chinese
Communists have aggressive intent must not blind our eyes
to the most important consideration of all: we will never be able
to convince ourselves or our allies to say nothing of the neutral nations which play so crucial
a role' in our contest with Communism that a war over Quemoy and Matsu would be justified by the claims of either righteousness or realism.
The islands in question are
just a few miles from the mainland; they are 100 miles from
Formosa. They are just as much
hisa part of mainland China
torically as well as geographically as Staten Island is a part
of the United States. Chiang
uses them to blockade a mainland port and to harrass Communist shipping, but his chief
purpose is to use the islands in
some future invasion of the
mainland.
Islands Vital
If Communist invasion of Quemoy would be aggression, so
would Nationalist invasion of
If Communist
the mainland.
shelling of Quemoy is unjustifiable resort to force, so is Nationalist blockading of Amoy.
But we are not dealing with
international aggression here:
we are dealing with a civil war.
The second false premise of
our policy is that the offshore islands are now inseparably
linked to the defense of Formosa. The
resolution
of 1955 authorized the President
to employ our power in such a
way as to assure the defense of

Band To Travel
Returning for his third year as
drum major, Dave MacMillan, a
senior, will lead the marching
Scots in their maneuvers. Dave is
also a fine musician. He plays

clarinet and saxophone and enjoys dance band work.
The band is planning their
shows this football season with
"Around the World" as the
theme. Each show, except the
opening show at Kenyon, is to
be devoted to the music of a
different country. The lands to
be included are Germany,
France, Italy, Latin America, Hawaii, and last, but far from
least, Scotland!
As most of the football games
are away this year, the band is
planning several trips. On September 27, they will march for
the Kenyon game. October 18
will find the group performing
at Akron. On November 1, the
Scots will travel to New Concord
for the Muskingum game. For
the final game, the band will
present their show at Oberlin.
Naturally they will march at all
of the home games. On October
11, which is Pep Day and the
day of the Denison game, Wooster will present a Band Day.
Eighteen high school bands will
march in a
parade
and participate in mass band
These
ceremonies.
high school students will be the
guests of the college at a picnic
in the park.
In addition to marching at the
football games, the band will
perform at the pep rallies on
Friday evenings.
New Members
The new bands members are
as follows: Bagpiper, Laurie
pre-gam- e

pre-gam- e

Benz; Piccolo, Alice Moore; Clari-

nets, Henry Jennings, Karen
John O'Bell, Ann Walker,
Jim Stevenson, and Joy Carroll;
Trumpets, John Oldfield, John
Friends, Larry Stern, Diana Nielsen, and Bill Jackson; Horns,
Elizabeth
McBride, and Judy
In-gal-

French;

Baritone,

ls,

Terry Spieth;

Ross
Sousaphones,
Jameson,
and David Wallace; trombones,
Stanley Ryberg, Robert McArtor,
John Stedeford, Carl Robson, and
Charles Bailey; Drums, Lawrence
Hall, James Day, and Joan
Griewank; Bells, Linda Myers.
Three new majorettes have been
chosen to perform with the Mac- -

Leod Lassies. They are Carol
Kirkendall, Karen Hull, and Susan Kinley.
Returning to the Scot Band
from last year are: Bagpipes,
Greg Seaman; Piccolos, Judy
Holiday, and Nancy Smith; Clarinets, Debbie Boyd, Bill Pilkey,
Jim Abbott, Jack Fanselow, and
Ginny Sauerbrun; Saxophones,
John Ferguson, Kay Christy, Jim
Bond, Hugh Norris, Bob Mantel,
and Don Caruthers; Trumpets,
Byron Shafer, Charles Meliska,
Janet Guess, and Robert Joss;
Horn, Carol Hallett; Baritones,
Robert Peters, and Robert
Sousaphones, Fred Johnstone, and Judy Weir; Trombones, Alan Body and Carl
Longe; Drums, Michael Moore,
William Cayley, James Mall,
Jerry Earl, and Philip Ackerman;
Bells, Linda Feldy.
Kay Vigrass Slagle is returning
to the MacLeod Lassies this year
Trie-key-

(Continued

on Page Six)

Auto Group Stifles
School Car Capers
The auto recession has reached Wooster College in the form
of a

student-faculty-administrati-

on

car committee. Enforcement
r
rule is being inof the
creased.
A
committee
under Dean Taeusch has acted
upon some 75 applications for
car permits. This group deals
with the problem of inadequate
parking space and the administrative difficulties of the rule.
They decided that the present
policy is adequate. It reads:
"Ownership or operation of
automobiles is permitted only to
married students, to those students who live with their parents, to those who need cars for
daily commuting or for self
help." Certain I.S. permits are
authorized, and also some veterans receive permits.
A member of the college staff
will check twice daily on cars
around the campus.
The committee has also decided that those students who
have autos will be listed on
mimeographed sheets posted on
campus. Scholarship and student
aid holders, including all who
have board jobs, are never
granted car permits.
Members of the committee:
Dean Taeusch, chairman;
Dr.
John Chittum, Mr. Phil Shipe, faculty; Dean Young, Mr. Arthur
Palmer, administration; Margie
Ron
Lindsay,
Rolley, student
body.
no-ca-

seven-memb-

er

e

high-flow- n

n

well-know-

n

Formosa. Whatever islands were
necessary in that enterprise were
to be safeguarded, but the governing consideration was always
to be the security of Formosa. At
that time we were told, on good
authority, that Quemoy and
Matsu were not stategically involved.
It is most significant that no
one, to date, has suggested that
Communist conquest of these islands would jeopardize the security of Formosa. A glance at
the map will show why. The
Communists could launch an attack on Formosa at any time,
bypassing the islands altogether.
Continued

on Page Six)

Up and Down

The ROCK
by Gretchen Van Matre

Freshmen, don't mention your
mother's corn fritters or deep-disapple pie 'cause we at
Wooster have something imminently better, called Nothing
Cookies. And Little Abner never
drank a better cup of Kickapoo
joy juice than our delightful
h

ginger-ale-pineappl-

grape,

e,

and sour mash appetizer.
It's those little touches that
draw crowds to the dining halls.
(Hidden persuaders, you might
say.) The campus cooks have
spent hours developing such recipes as mystery meat, Brotherhood meal, scared chicken that's
Maryland style that left the city
to return to the hills of Virginia),
and Nothing Cookies which
come in two shapes, star and
atomic bomb mushroom.
Please don't read any derogaimplications into my remarks.
admire, respect, and
enjoy our Wooster cooks. I'll
never cease to be amazed by
what they can accomplish with
a little flour and water. Persoa-ally- ,
it is a combination of awe
and curiousity which urges me
to attend meals rather than a
need for vitamins (all hunger is
psychosomatic). Regardless of
motivation, Wooster students
have been eating for the past
85 years and will probably continue to do so. During those
years, certain campus traditions
have evolved themselves. For
example, the nearest parallel
to the British changing of the
Guard that America has is the
substitution of second shift
for first shift Kenarden.
tory

I

Ken-arde-

n

Visualize a cool dusky scene
A handsome
young man is stopped by a
lovely young girl. With restrained excitement she asks: "What's
for dinner?" Calmly he replies,
"Liver and onions, banana salad, mashed potatoes, and vanilla pudding with raspberries."
She graciously thanks him and
hurries on to pass the word.
Gradually the night air is filled
with menus which bounce and
dance from the Lib to Kauke to
Andrews to Compton.

about six o'clock.

If one listens carefully, one
can catch a faint echo of those
same earlier words: "Liver and
onions, raspberry salad, candled
yams, and banana cream pie."
Certainly this
is
food for
thought.

booster
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Student Christian Caravan Completes
Schedule Of Activities For Coming Year

Editor

Country

Students interested
tian service will have more opto serve in Ohio
portunities
churches this year.
In an attempt to increase
participation in Caravaning, the
of the Student Christian Caravan Program have contacted more than 300 churches
asking if Wooster men and wo- Virginia.
men may serve their congregaCaravaning at Wooster began
tions.
early
An opportunity for those plan- back in the late 1930's or
of
group
a
as
40's
vocaChristian
ning
students who formed the
tions and those who enjoy the
"A
Society,
Brainerd
David
fellowship of service, CaravanInterested in
ing gives a group of students, Group of Students
working as a Caravan Team, the Christian Service." The movefull responsibility for planning ment became increasingly popis supported
and presenting worship services, ular until today it
by men and women planning
promusic and recreational
grams, leading youth activities, no Christian vocations.
Jim
This year's
and teaching Sunday school.
Equipped with materials, advice, Heck, Bill Simpson, and Bob
and transportation, the teams Marshall, agree that Caravanvisit Ohio congregations of vari- ing "serves the dual purpose of
ous denominations on week- providing individual and corporends. Because Caravans employ ate growth in Christian faith and
both for the
a new group for each team, understanding,
those who sign up serve at least members of the church served
once. The program is a popular and for the serving students."
extra-curricul-

en

ar

midnight.
A group of 120 American college students, including myself,
move rather rapidly through a
plain, massive railway station,
which lacks any real architectural beauty. The signs in a strange
alphabet mean nothing to all
but a few of the group who
know the language. Many of
the natives in the station are
forced to make a path for this
group of young Americans, the
largest American group to visit
Russia this past summer.
Leaves Finland
We had left Helsinki, Finland,
about noon via the Red Arrow
Express. Although most of the
train was Finnish, we were in
the last three cars which were
Russian and did not have to
transfer at the border. The physical appearance of the train was
no different than other European
trains. The train stopped at the
students upon presentation
border for our passports and
visas to be checked. As we had
previously filled out a group
declaration of all the valuables
and money we were taking into
Russia, there was no more dif,
,.
ji ficulty in crossing this border
than any other.
j
The countryside was rather
and undeveloped.
pre-minister-i-

full-tim-

e
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roads were unpaved
and narrow. Houses, even in the
little villages, were of rough
lumber and without paint. And
few automobiles were seen by
us in this part of Russia.
That evening we had dinner
in the train station of a town,
as this train did not have a
dining car. The dining room was
a perfect example of decadent
grandeur, with a high ceiling
and old, worn, red velvet drapery along much of the walls.
The dinner served us was the
best that the Russians can afford and was typical of all the
meals served during our
stay in Russia.
Russians are famous for their
and
soups and ice creams
justly so. But other than that,
can easily do without their food,
pared and the meats are generally cheaper cuts. Cucumbers
Their foods are plainly
served to us with every
meal, including breakfast.
Russian Beverages
Their beverages were by far
the worst that we had all summer. They always serve some
bottled
juices that are really good when
compared with the bottled mineral water served with them.
Plain water is never served, being unsafe to drink. For my first
made the misRussian meal
take of ordering milk. When it
arrived it was cold, but about
of it was curd from
being sterilized by boiling. Tea
was by far the best beverage.
As
found out later in our stay,
even the Russian vodka is not
good. It has a distinct taste to

s Note: Senior Ron Rolley
visited
the Soviet Union last sumactivity, accordHe
was a member of a tour
mer.
ing to Mr. Blackwood,
past
led by a California professor.
group advisor.
Ron, an economics major, relates
In addition to Caravans, work-camp- s here his observations on Soviet
during weekends and travel and life. He will add more
Thanksgiving and Spring vaca- in a later issue.
tions visit undeveloped coalby Ron Rolley
mine and migratory communiIt is almost
LENINGRAD
ties in Southern Ohio and West

in Chris-

co-chairm-
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it which is much different from owned. Even the taxis belong
to the government.
its American cousin.
We had a three day stay in
The average Russian, regard-

Leningrad before leaving on an
overnight train ride to Moscow.
Two things are interesting to
note about the Russian system
of train travel. First, the Russian
government tries to move people
by night. This probably explains
the big crowd in the Leningrad
station when we arrived.
Secondly,
men and women
travel together in train compartments. We next spent three more
days and nighls in Moscow, and
then had a day and a half train
ride to Warsaw, Poland.
Russians have their own system for handling tourists. The
government has set up an organization called "Intourist,"
which handles nearly all arrangements for the tourist
transportation, hotel reservations, guides, mail distribution,
etc.. A similar organization also
exists in Poland. Intourist arranges for tourists according to
the size of their group. There are
four or five categories, with
four people or under being the
most expensive and 60 or over
the cheapest to travel in Russia.
In the three Communist-dominatecountries we visited this
summer, tourists received a bad
rate of exchange. The Russian
ruble is exchanged outside the
country at the rate of four rubles
to the dollar. In the country, the
tourist gets 10 rubles for one
dollar. The official rate is about
40 rubles to the dollar. Black
market operators on the streets
will offer 20 to 30 rubles to
the dollar. However, this can be
very risky business.
d

Russian Prices
Even with this bad

Skirts!

rate of
exchange many things are quite
cheap. got a very good haircut
in our Leningrad hotel barber
shop for 30 cents. Books and
phamphlets are also very inexpensive. This stems from the
Russian government's desire to
instill their "line in the people.
Just about all the consumer
goods that
saw in various
types of stores (food, clothes,
jewelry, musical supplies, etc.)
were much more expensive. They
were no more expensive than
in the United States, but they
were almost without exception
of a decidedly inferior quality.
All the stores are government
I

Skirts!
Skirts!
FLANNELS!

BLENDS! PLAIDS! TWEEDS!

WASHABLE

Dressing by the Skirt Method smartest way known for class
Fabrics and colors that make news.

wear.
P.S.

Dinner 5:30 to 8:00
Sunday 12:00 to 8:00

Lunch 11:30 to 2:00
Closed Saturday
DAVE DEISON,

Order your monogrammed blouses and Sweaters Now!

Manager

BEULAH BECHTEL SHOP

OHIO HOTEL

I

A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER
S ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A

WINSTON

less of sex, was by far the worst
dressed person have ever seen.
Men's suits are extremely poorly
tailored out of dark, unbecoming
materials. Trousers are extremely
baggy as there is no tapering
from top to bottom. The Russian
women were dressed much
along the same drab lines.
The Russian woman is the
brunt of much comical attack
which is really not
Discounting the female
members of the ballet that we
saw at the Bolshoi Theater in
Moscow,
could count on one
hand the number of attractive
women in Russia. The prototype
is very stockily built with a
sturdy face. Make-useems to be almost
The Communists have greatly
emphasized the equality of men
and women, with the result that
the Russian women have lost
femininity. There seems to be
little interest in sex in any shape
I

over-exaggerate-

d.

I

big-bone-

d,

p

t.

non-existen-

or form.

Female Labor
Furthermore, the Russians
have taken over the old Eastern
European tradition of the women doing heavy manual labor.
Russian women work side by
side with men on heavy construction jobs such as apartment
and road building. All the street
cleaners that saw were women.
It would be interesting to see
how the "typical" American woman would stand up under such
circumstances! This Russian application of their women to such
jobs, does, however, free its
manpower for other purposes.
Three misconceptions shared
by most Americans were cleared
up for me this summer. In the
first place we were as free to
walk around the streets of a
town as any tourist would be in
the United States. It was impossible for our three guides to be
wjm all 20 of us when we went
to pursue our special interests.
Some of our group experienced an outstanding example
of this. About eight from our
tour, by coincidence, happened
to spot Khrushchev walking in
the gardens beside the Kremlin.
As he walked out of a garden
gate to a waiting car, he spotted them as Americans from their
dress, walked over, and shook
hands with them. Consider the
significance of this against the
fact that the great majority of
Americans have never shaken
hands with our President.
Secondly, Stalin has not been
blotted from history as a bad
mistake. questioned one of our
guides about this, and she replied with what can be taken
as the official Communist line
I
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Joe Made "Mistake"
They feel that Stalin was a
great leader "who made some
mistakes toward the end of his
life." Statues, busts, and murals
of him still stand. And he and
Lenin lie in state in two vacuum
glass cases in a special mausoleum in Red Square beside the
Kremlin. They both look exceedingly
as the Russians
have done a good job of preserving them. Only their
heads and hands still
remain, as some other substance
is used as a filler under their
suits.
The third misconception cleared up concerns the number of
cars in Russia. There is a fairly
large number of cars on the

streets of Leningrad and

fO

V

V

-

!

crowed with them, but they are
readily apparent. The most expensive looking car
saw resembled very much a 1950
Chrysler. The model seen most
often is much smaller and looks
like the Swedish Volvo. Nowhere
did see a. car like the two at
the Russian pavilion at the
World's Fair in Brussels. These
two were almost exact copies of
the recent Packard. Of course,
there is no competition between
the few different models available, as the government produces them all.
(To be concluded in a later issue)
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Activities Fees Support Senate Budget,
!
Sponsor Dances, Movies, Publications t

Voice of Yesteryear
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70 Years Ago This Week:

of the $800 each student pays
One
"What calamity has befallen the Junior Class? When seated
it looks as though it had stepped out to see a man and
chapel
in
Using
is
the
Student Senate.
for tuition and fees allotted to
come back."
to
forgotten
this activities fee of $4 per student, plus other revenue,
"Just received by H. E. Stanley, fine Australian and Angora
the Senate plans to operate on a budget of $8,810 this underwear. Just the thing for cold weather." (adv.)
two-hundred- th

year.

Color

Homecoming,

Day,

Par-

ents' Day, Sadie Hawkins Day,
the Christmas and Spring Form-aldances the
are six
Wooster student helps finance.
Stag dances, the Ice Cream Social, and the Gum Shoe Hop are
also Senate affairs.
s

all-colle-

ge

),

Self-Governme-

Fifteen movies, which cost
$300 more than the 10c admission fee brings in, are another
Senate sponsored activity. The

all-colle-

dinks the freshmen wear were
sold at a very slight profit by
the Senate. The Scots' Key, the
Freshman Directory, and the College Directory are three free publications from the Student Senate. A little more than half their
cost is paid for by advertisements.
The Senate also sets aside
money for the Five College Conference, salaries for the Senate
president and
rental of lights and other equipment for dances and other
events, and the movie projector
reserve fund, National Student
Association dues and the expenses of a delegate to their
convention, plus other small
items are also part of the Senate
budget.
vice-presiden-

"Boys, the nights and mornings are cold. Protect yourselves by
ordering coal from the Minglewood Coal Co. Freeburning and
economical." (adv.)
"The Sigma Chi goat, fresh from his summer vacation, tried
his horns on the following last night: E. M. Taylor, Howard Irish,
Frank E. Preslle, and B. E. Nelson, '92."
40 Years Ago:
On July 23, Miss Beatrice Beeman, '19, and Mr. Ernest Hole,
'18 were married in Wooster.
Miss Amelia Doddridge of Indianapolis, was appointed acting Dean of Women by the Board of Trustees. "Miss Doddridge has
already become known to Wooster as the new instructor in Home
Economics in the Chemistry Department. Miss Doddridge is in full
Board and desires to coopersympathy with the
ate with them."

and basketball games
pays for the equipment, food and travel expenses
of away games, guarantees
about $300 to visiting teams,
and the officials for the four major sports of football, basketball,
baseball, and track. The expenses of the minor sports of
wrestling, golf, tennis, swimming, and cross country plus
part of the department secretary's salary are also paid for
by the student fees. The student
is given free admission to all
25 Years Ago:
home sports contests and free
"The New Deal for Wooster dances will have its inception
use of the golf course for his
dance Saturday night. Every other dance will be
at the
$12.
a tag dance with both girls and boys tagging."
I
MACSHORE CLASSICS
Fee Increase
15 Years Ago:
Kent Weeks will soon be camSophomore girls were initiated into social clubs for the first
paigning for a $1 increase per time. The clubs: Arrows, Darts, Dominoes, Imps, Jacks, Peanuts,
LA CHEMISE!
student, about $1,000 from the Pyramids, Sphinx, Spuds, and Trumps.
student body, for use by the
Editor Joe Bindley of the VOICE was called to active service.
$3.98
Senate. The Senate president Betty Gourley replaced him as editor.
said that this extra money will
"Homecoming and Dad's Day are to be combined to conserve
be used to enlarge and improve
gasoline and other necessary war materials."
the
One of the most relaxed silhouettes in town
the social program and help
for
boys
on
YWCA
bureau"
navy
The
organized
"date
a
terrifically
with
MACSHORE
chemise
that
teams
new
meet the rising cost of campus
con'most any of your skirts or slacks.
publications. It will also elimin- campus.
ate an $800 allotment from the 10 Years Ago:
vertible collar, draped, bow trimmed back. Novelty
Independent Study opened full scale for the first time.
Public Relations office.
cotton print in orange, green or red. Sizes 30 to 38.
Wooster lost its first football game to West Virginia University.
The VOICE, with $4 per student publishing costs, receives
NEED A GIFT for a
$3 of the $60 used for fees. Advertisements pay the difference.
BIRTHDAY?
SHOWER?
Wedding?
Five dollars is given to the INVISIT
DEX, which also meets its deficits
with paid advertising.
Unlimited
care and
Public Square
Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
treatment and five days of hospital
care at Hygeia
Hall per semester are provided
ENGLISH: writing
each student by his Health Serinstrument for plagiarists
talk '"9
vice fee. General medications
dog
ENGUSwayformu(es
and supplies are also covered

What does a Wooster student
get for his $4? The reception and
dance all freshmen and many
upperclassmen attended last Friday was paid for by the Senate.
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Five Profs Take Sabbaticals,
Do Own Independent Study

SCOTT

by Emily Eaton

professors from the College were engaged in some independent study of their own
last year.
Ellsworth,
acting
Professor
head of the History Department,
made his headquarters for study
at the Ohio State Library. He
was completing his book dealing with the Social History of
Agriculture in the United States
during the past 100 years. He
also studied at Cornell University, U. S. Department of Agriculture, the Library of Congress,
and the Kansas Historical Society to find additional information on Farm Magazines,
Country Churches, the Country
Life Commission, and Rural Telephones, which were unfinished
chapters in his book. Professor
Ellsworth
also attended the
Liberty Hyde Bailey Centennial
at Cornell University.
D. C, California
Professor Peyton, of the Spanish Department, spent his sabbatical as a visiting scholar at
the University of California. Mr.
Peyton and his family travelled
2,500 miles by car. At his convocation address on September
19, he expressed enjoyment at
having seen our country in this
way. Mr. Peyton was interested
in the influence of ideas, from
the 16th century to Moslem
Spain in the Middle Ages, on
17th Century Drama. He studied
many Spanish writers, but primarily Lopa DeVago, who was
reputed to have written 1,800
full length plays. During his
sabbatical, Mr. Peyton and his
family made a tour of Mexico
and visited the University of

Congress in Washington, D.C.
He analyzed the artistic structure
and literary aspects of Thomas
Mann's book The Magic Mountain." He intends to utilize his
studies in his course on European Literature. In May, Professor Shreiber worked for the State
Department as a Contract Interpreter, and travelled through
Texas, Tennessee and New York
and as far as San Francisco.
Carolina, Scotland
Mr. Tanner, of the Department
of Religion, travelled with his
family to Edinburgh, Scotland.
He studied primarily at the National Library of Scotland in Edinburgh, where he compiled
information for his book on the
Johanian Literature of the New
Testament. Mr. Tanner also
studied the Church of Scotland
as compared to the Presbyterian
Church in this country. He visited
a t least 30 different church
services in Edinburgh. He also
travelled through Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, France,
Wales, and many of the cathedral cities in England; and extensively in Scotland.
Dr. Reinheimer of the Chemistry Department studied at the
University of North Carolina as
a research associate, using a
grant given him by the Petroleum Research
Fund of the
American
Research Company.
He attended graduate courses
and studied a series of chemical
problems dealing with Reaction
Mechanisms. He wrote several
articles on this work which will
be published sometime within
the next year or two. Through
this study, Dr. Reinheimer has
developed many excellent probMexico.
lems for Independent Study in
Dr. Shreiber,
of the German Chemistry, and has compiled inDepartment, conducted his pri- formation for regular course
vate research at the Library of work.
Five
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Scots Tape
by Dave Bourns
It seems that Dave Fraser's
quick action TD scamp in the 19-opening victory over Ashland
College hasn't been the first of
its kind the Eagies have ex0

perienced in their recent gridiron
encounters with the Scots.
Two years ago senior Cliff
Amos turned the tide of an Eagle
match by intercepting a lateral
and marching into pay dirt. Both
Amos and Fraser chewed off
large hunks of yardage under
similar conditions in successful
efforts to help demoralize the
Eagles.
The Scot triumph in their initial clash might just have introduced a very prosperous football season. Next week Wooster
faces a revised Kenyon team to

open the '58 turf season for the
Lords. Kenyon's "new look" in
football is due primarily to their
new head coach Dick Pflieger.
The Tookie mentor from Gahan-na'- s
Lincoln high school was last
year voted Coach of the Year
in Ohio's central district.
Thirteen lettermen are back
from last year's team which
record. Pflieger
compiled a
2-3-

-1

faces the task, however, of
placing six starters and three
other veterans from the '57
squad. Latest Kenyon reports
seem to indicate that five letter-meare moving into new positions. Fred Zalokar of Cleveland,
215-lb- .
starting center for the
last two years, is slated to fill
in at end. Last season's outstanding frosh, Al Blake, has
been moved to a guard spot.
Bob Weidenkopf, last year's
quarterback and leading ground
gainer, is now in the fullback
slot. Although he weighs only
167 pounds, Weidenkopf is expected to do things for the
Lords. Junior Bill Whisner has
been switched to quarterback
position because of his good
indipassing and
scrimcations during
mages. Lennis Whiteman's
switch from tackle to end is the
last major revision.
Probably the biggest aspects
of the "new look" will be a
starting line averaging' 203
pounds and a new low of 27
team members.
Pfleiger seems to feel that the
re-

ball-handlin-

pre-seaso-
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daily newspaper for the next six
months for $4.50. just half the
regular subscription rote.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
Christian Science Monitor
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
1 year $9
O 6 months $4.50
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by Tom McConihe
A steady drizzle could not deter a determined Wooster Eleven as the Black and Gold clipped the wings of

the
A

State

mlliblt

Courtesy

Munson Predicts Tough Harrier Squad

i

"Our cross country team
should be better this season
than in 1957, even though the
schedule may be a little tougher."
These optimistic words were
uttered by Coach Carl Munson,
and there is every good reason
to suspect that they may be true.
Only one letterman returns but
the turnout of 10 other men for
the cross country squad gives
Coach Munson more to work
with than he had last year,
when the Scot harriers compiled
record and took fifth place
a
in the Ohio Conference championships.
2-- 3

1

bubble-blowin-

navy

1

g

nt

One of the reasons for Coach
Munson's optimism is captain
Craig Taylor, who capped his
1957 campaign with a fourth
place finish in the Ohio Conference championships. Kurt Liske,
who saw service for part of last
season but did not letter, is also
back. Craig is a junior; Kurt, a

sophomore.
addition to Taylor and Liske, two other upperclassmen will
perform. They are junior Tom
Scovel, and sophomore Dale
Both have had high school
experience and Wilkens ran for
Kalamazoo College before comIn

Wil-ken-

DORM Al ERS
Wooster's Oldest

Seven freshmen round out the
list of candidates for this year's
squad. They are: Bill Cammock,
Warrensville Heights, Ohio; Bill
Campbell, Stamford, Conn.; John
Elmes, Canton; Charles Geiger
and Randy Gifford, both of Akron; Pete Koester, Wilmington,
Del.; and Martin Numbers, of
Wooster. All will play a prominent part in Coach Munson's

plans for the coming campaign.
The first test of the Scots'
abilities will come October 9 at
Slippery Rock State Teachers'
College in Pennsylvania. The rest
of the schedule follows:
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.
,
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Massaro

Oct. 27

Akron, there

here

Otterbein, here
Nov. 4 Muskingum, there
Nov. 8 Ohio Conference
Championships, Oberlin.

business management
and
salesmanship as on "on campus" agent for one of American's leading collegiate men's
apparel manufacturers. Pleasant and profitable association
with a firm in a dignified field
of which you can be proud.
Prefer students in sophomore
or junior year. Write, giving
brief resume of your collegiate activities, to P.O. Box 291,
Camp Hill, Pa.

A

Sktawsa

Hiram,

e,

The rest of your life you'll remember
Wooster College, and profit by the

knowledge gained! The subject we've
taught for years is "It pays to buy
quality" a vital bit of knowledge,
you'll agree.

Oct. 23

Excellent financial remunerative opportunity is waiting for
a wide-awakaggressive
student looking for extra cash.
First-rat- e
earnings possible for
young man willing to work,
and an unusual opportunity to
"earn while you learn". Learn

Wayne County National Bank

i

Oberlin, there

Need Extra Cash?

.

!

V

Oct. 16

Oct. 30

Tonight Thru Thursday

Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street

North Side Square
WOOSTER, OHIO

&
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ing here.

THEATRE

Navy
Khaki

TAYLOR'S

Cleveland-Bea-

of Daily Record

"The Cat" Dingle shows why he is acclaimed as one
of the nation's finest small college backs as he spurts over
the goal line for Wooster's first score in the 19-- 0 conquest
of Ashland.
Tom

WOOSTER

$4.50

1

p

0,

bophomore Dave Fraser a replacement at defensive end for
Lu Wims, who suffered a pulled
leg muscle early in the game
completely demoralized the
Eagle Eleven midway through
the final period when he ripped
through Ashland's offensive line,
grabbed the slippery pigskin
from the paws of Quarterback
Ralph Lepre as he was attemptand galloped 61
ing to pitch-ouyards on an electrifying touchdown romp.
Powerful Pair
Tom Dingle and Steve McClellan were Wooster's own version
of "Mr. Outside" and "Mr. Inside". McClellan lugged the leather 21 times for a total of 99
yards, mostly up the middle,
while Dingle skillfully skirted
around the ends twice for touchdowns. Coach Phil Shipe's crafty
quarterback, Bob Whitaker, did
a masterful job of
Late in the third quarter, on third
down with the ball on the Wooster 25, he ordered McClellan to
.
The surprise boot
sailed 60 yards and left Ashland
deep in their own territory after
the Eagles had just fought to the
Scot's eight yard line.
Both teams displayed crunching ground attacks as they took
turns grinding up and down the
gridiron. Although Ashland
emerged on top statistic-wise- ,
the host ball club lacked a scoring punch. The Scot defense held
when it had to, with bruising
t,

The Women's Recreation As
sociation commenced this year
with an alleged organizational
meeting headed by Carol Andrews at the WRA hideout. Between eating, eating, and gossiping they did try to solve a
few major problems such as, too
much money to spend, what
color toilet paper to use this
year, and how to stop the typhoid epidemic at the cabin.
These major problems shelved,
they tackled a few minor details
and with a bit of planning and around, then stop over at the
reshuffling came up with quite a pool between 9 and
for a
smashing program.
few
lessons by
The Wreck Board sincerely Miss Morley. For a few other
hopes that all new female dink 4:15 activities, there is tennis
wearers will reserve a spot on (Tuesday and Friday), hockey
list of extra- (Monday and Thursday), and
their
curricular activities for a few golf (Tuesday and Thursday).
physical jerks each week. You When living becomes unbearare a member of the Association able at the dorm, just contact
free of charge, so take advan- Jean King and she'll fix you up
tage of the getting while it's at the WRA cabin. It's guarangood.
teed to do the trick every time
There is such a wide range of you'll love dorm life afterwards.
activities that you'll have a hard Keep your eye peeled on the
time choosing one to suit your bulletin board outside Dr. Sexfancy. If you're having posture ton's office for any further news.
troubles, Judy DeNault advises
that if you come out for Archery
on Tuesday and Friday at 4:15
you'll be stiff as a board within
a week. If you're still kicking
rolls
by the time Saturday
non-existe-

This sptciil offer
ONLY te college
Students, faculty members, and allege libraries.

CROWN

fired-uAshland Eagles, 19-last Saturday night.
Over 4,000 football fans, including 500 faithful Scot followers, witnessed the contest at Ashland's Redwood Stadium in the season's debut for both squads.

by Fred Brooking

lite. Qldi

TD;

Dingle Tallies 2; McClellan, Britton Star

n

skirmish will be
full of action. The last time the
Scots invaded Benson Field the
Lords managed to hand them a
13-1upset. That was '56 . . .
this is '58!

Five

19-- 0

Fraser Pilfers Pigskin, Dashes For

tT I

world-famo-

Ashland,
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LUCK,

SCOTS!

Davis Barber Shop
OHIO HOTEL

signal-callin-

g.

quick-kick-

tackLarry Britton's hard-hittinling from the middle linebacker
spot bolstering the line. Also
g

turning in outstanding defensive
performances were Billy Evans,
Cash Register, Bill Thombs, and
Ed Howard.
Bob Whitaker received the
opening kickoff on his own 13
yard line and got the Black and
Gold off on the right foot by returning it 21 yards. From the
34, the Scots marched 45 yards
in 12 plays, but the drive bogged down and Ashland took
over on their own 21 . The Eagles
began a march which saw backs
Harry Wilcoxen, Bob Randleman,
and Doran Hostettler chew off
large chunks of yardage until the
Wooster defense tightened on
their 39. Tackle Roger Wissler,
who weighs in at 225, punted 37
yards to the Wooster 2, where
Evans dropped the
pigskin. He recovered his own
fumble, but the Scots now had
their backs against the wall.
They moved to the nine as the
first quarter ended scoreless.
On the first play of the second
period, McClellan punted out of
trouble. Neither team seemed
able to muster enough steam for
a prolonged drive, and several
punts were exchanged.
With four and
minf
utes remaining in the half, Ashland was forced to kick and
Wooster took over on their own
27, from where the Scots began
a sustained drive. Whitaker
hurled his lone aerial of the contest to Dingle, whose diving
mud-covere-

d

one-hal-

catch in the right flat was good
for
seven yards. McClellan
thumped and bumped his way
five yards for a first down on
the 39. Dingle then carried the
mail as he sliced through the
middle for 13 lucky yards. After
McClellan bulled his way over
guard for two, the familiar No.
10 rambled around left
14 more to the Eagle 34.

end for
Several
running plays moved the ball
to the Ashland 5, where with a
minute to go Dingle again was
called upon to deliver.
Scooter Scores
The Splendid Sprinter spurted
around left end, shook and shimmied away from several would-b- e

tacklers,
then
skipped into the end zone standing up. Pete Hershberger's
conversion attempt
was off to the left, so at
Wooster led, 6 to 0.
During the third quarter, 30
plays were run from scrimmage,
with Wooster having possession
of the ball on only four of these.
After Randleman slipped and
fell when receiving the kickoff,
Ashland's superb ground attack
gushed into high gear as they
rumbled from their own seven to
the Scots' nine yard line in 19
plays, chalking up seven first
downs along the way. However,
the Eagles again were unable
to make their
game
pay off in points. Wilcoxen was
tripped up by John Papp's shoestring tackle for a yard loss back
to the 10. On fourth down Ashland gave the football to their
ace speed merchant, Randleman,
who ran smack into the entire
center of the Scot line. Wooster
took possession and McClellan's
quick kick came three plays
later. With Ashland in possession on their 33, the third period
ended.
stutter-steppe-

d,

"old-fashione-

half-tim- e

ball-contr-

ol

Thrilling Theft

Randleman rolled around left
end for 19 yards to the Scot 48
as the final 15 minutes began.
Three running plays advanced
the ball to the 36. Lepre took the
center snap and headed toward
the left sideline, apparently on
a quarterback option. He
glanced into the line, saw that
he had no hole, and turned to
pitch out to a halfback. He must
still be wondering what happened. Fraser crashed through
Eagle blockers, intercepted the
ball as it popped from Lepre's
mitts, and stunned the
crowd with a scintillating
run. The shocking
steal broke Ashland's back and
they were never the same.
With 4:20 remaining in the
game, Tom Dingle swept around
end for another six points, and
after Hershberger's successful
placement the scoreboard read:
Ashland 0, Visitors 19. Ashland
desperately
began to fling
passes, but it was hopeless.
Wayne Ambrose hit Tom Brown
with a toss on the 42, and the
gun sounded as Jim McClung
knocked the big end to the turf.
standing-room-onl-

60-yar-

d

THE MELTONES QUINTET
HEAR THEM AT THE PARENTS'
AVAILABLE

DAY DANCE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Call: Alan Boyd

For
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a Late Morning Breakfast
or an Afternoon

Snack,

Make Your Stop The

SHACK!
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Coeds Welcome
New Dorm Moms

Corporation Host
Senior Speakers

MORE ON

Queen

Seniors Marilyn Charles, Diane
(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Jessie Anderson and Mrs.
Cline, George Ehemann, and
perof
beauty
and
standpoint
head
new
the
Harriet Goss are
Muriel Rice contrasted the ecoresidents in Compton Hall and sonality, said President Kent nomic and education conditions
Weeks
unin
the
announcing
respectively.
Hall
Holden
animous Senate decision. This they observed during their junior
Mrs. Anderson's home is in will differ from the Color Day years abroad at the first meeting
Franklin, Ohio, near Dayton, but Queen nominations, where tra- of THE Corporation last Wednesshe came to Wooster from Deni-so- ditionally beauty alone has been day.
University where she was the basis for selection.
THE Corporation, the memberhouse mother at the Delta Gamship of which is open to all stuma Sorority house last year. Mrs. MORE ON
dents, is organized like a busiAnderson attended Wooster as
ness, and its members hold
a member of the class of 1920.
shares entitling them to dividShe graduated with a degree, in
ends at the end of the year.
(Continued from Page Two)
Home Economics from James
Many speakers from the world
Millikin University in Decatur, as captain. Kay does the chore- of economics, business, investIII., where she was a member ography planning for the majorment, and finance are brought
of Phi Beta sorority. She has two ettes. Cindy Schneider organizes to the campus each year by THE
daughters, a son, and seven the twirling for the group. Also Corporation, and, in addition,
grandchildren.
returning to the Lassies this year later in the year there will be
Compton's new head resident are Carol Whiteleather and Judy a trip to some large business enterprise in a nearby city.
says she loves Wooster and Grosjean.
The following alternates were
THE Corporation sponsors the
everything about her job. To her,
nothing can compare with the chosen: Kay Predmore, Sandra Wooster Student Aid Fund, Inc.,
view from her window overlook- Hayes, Carolyn Knorr, David which invests money received
Relaing the golf course. She hopes Seaman, David Bowman, Harold from the Student-Facultto play some golf while she is Moran, Steven Geckeler, An ice tions Committee in common
stocks to contribute to the finhere and has told the Compton Garey, Fred Sirasky, Barry
Anne Stocker,
Elaine ances of a foreign student. Progirls that she will be a willing
fourth for bridge. Another of Rado, Billie Lou Smith, James fessor E. K. Eberhart, of the EcoMrs. Anderson's many interests Shirk, Ginny Manning, and Pat nomics Department, will give a
series of lectures in the near
is Presbyterian church activities. Townsend.
The band officers are: Presi- future to acquaint trustees of the
Mrs. Goss comes to the college dent, Robin Peters;
WSAF with operations
of the
from the Shaker Heights section
Sandy Hayes; Secretary-treasurestock market, and all interested
of Cleveland where she was acJudy Weir.
students are welcome to attend.
tive in the Garden Club. She is
a member of the Church of the
Covenant of Cleveland and the
World Affairs Council of her
community. She has a son and
n

Band
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China
from Page Two)

(Continued

American might in the Fornot Nationalist
mosa Straits
control of the offshore islands
which protects Formosa.
When the President addressed
the nation, he tied Formosa to
the islands with a slender thread
indeed: he noted that the Communists were broadcasting their
determination to go beyond
Quemoy to Formosa. Thus Communist tall talk has supplied
what military science and geography could not. Apparently
there is more than one way to
follow the Communist line. In
any case, we must remember
once again that if Mao's boasts
tie the islands to Formosa,
Chiang's boasts tie them to the
mainland.
It is

But another development does which provides Chiang's only
link Quemoy to Formosa more chance to return to the mainclosely than before. Chiang has land.
committed a third of his troops
The picture is not a pretty one.
to the offshore islands auto- We have allowed Chiang's troop

matically making them virtually
important to any defense of Formosa! Where were we when
Chiang was thus overcommitting
himself? By taking advantage of
the Eisenhower Administration's
central failure its inability to
Chiang has
anticipate crises
parlayed our determination to
defend Formosa into a commitment to protect strategically irrelevant islands in the very
shadow of the mainland. Worse
yet, this commitment could very
easily involve us in the very
war the Nationalists have been
clamoring for all these years:
a war in which the Communists
would have every strategic advantage, and which might well
destroy western civilization, but

movements, Mao's broadcasts,
and a misreading of history to
maneuver us to the brink of the
wrong war, in the wrong place,
on behalf of the wrong cause.
Such a war would be fought
with uneasy conscience and
without allies. It is not yet too
late to return from this lonely,
morally ambiguous, strategically
irrelevant precipice.
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SHIBLEY & HUDSON
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Will Completely Clean and
Overhaul Your Watch

r,

HI, COEDS!

out-of-door-

Beauty and Slenderizing

Mrs. Goss acquired her previous experience as a house
mother at her alma mater, Smith
College, in Massachusetts. Mrs.
Goss enjoys her work at Holden,
and feels that she is privileged
to work with an extremely fine
group of girls.

Salon
Phone

3-88-

31

With
WELCOME TO
WOOSTER COLLEGE

again

welcomes the upper
classmen and invites the freshmen to visit the College Clip

BRENNER

South of the Farm Dairies.

your favorite Desert Pants in

Prompt Service

fine washable flannel
-

mm

BROS.

Lower the Cost of Dressing

Year Written Guarantee

Boon to busy gals everywhere

We will be pleased to make your acquaintance and
invite you to stop in and look around.

Rl.

1

Above price of $5 includes cleaning, putting your watch in
good running order; also including stem and crown, mainspring and cleaning, case if needed. Automatics, Chronographs, Calendars somewhat higher.

Welcome to Brenner Bros., Wooster's exclusive store
for' men and boys.

BARBER SHOP

Joint at 1906 Cleveland

Next Door to Kroger on Beall Ave.

FOR

$R00

s;

country.

WEIGEL'S

ALL

Welcome to Wooster!

two grandchildren. One of the
main attractions of Wooster for
Mrs. Goss is the beauty of the
surrounding countryside. She
loves the
her main
recreation is driving in the
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Do you believe society should adopt
new ideas at the expense of
old traditions?

m

YES

A
WHIS-PURR-

S

the smartest,
shoes of your life!

easy-goinge-

YES

Are you completely at ease when
people watch you at work?

,e'D"D

Do you judge your parents as
you do other people?

YES
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Around the Clock Shoe Fashions
For Children

YES
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NQ

YES

If your roommate suddenly inherited a yES

million dollars, are you sure your
relationship would remain the same?

I
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Can you honestly say you pay more
attention to political issues than to
the personalities of the candidates?

it
c:e

ANSWERED YES TO 6 OF THESE
QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!

H
f

Familiar
pack or

IF YOU HAVE

For Women
'

d-

T)

Do you try to plan ahead rather than
make snap judgment decisions?

A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

,.

Belt-on-

THIS TEST
FIND OUT

Do your emotions ever lead you to do
something that seems unreasonable,
even to yourself?

One more question: Do you think about the filter
cigarette you choose or just smoke any brand?
If you're the kind of person who thinks for himself
. . . you use judgment in your choice of
cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves usually
smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in the world.
They know the difference between fact and fancy.
They know that only VICEROY has a
thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.

AMSTER SHOES
For Men

iANKDE

The Man Who Thinks for Himself
ONLY VICEROY HAS A
,, i
Knows...
THINKING MAN'S FILTER..,.
'J

st

Black Kid or Suede

-

Mollie Miller

your mind to it?

I

n

C7

f-T

Well

Do you believe you could fool a
machine if you put

c.

t-l-

Aqua-Fla-

wool, 35 orlon.
Bonus: the famous
Jack Winter
loop; the flatter
fit for flattery.
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Do You Think for Yourself ? (
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